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Analysis is carried out for an alternating arrangement of laminae which have either uniaxial
permittivity or uniaxial permeability dyadics. The unit cell is constructed of two laminae such that
the ones with the uniaxial permittivity dyadic alternate with the ones with the uniaxial permeability
dyadic through the stack. It is assumed that both dyadics have the same optic axis. The 4-vector
method is utilized to construct a characteristic matrix for the two-lamina unit cell. After assuming
that each lamina is electrically thin, the properties of an equivalent medium are obtained: both the
permeability and the permittivity dyadics of the equivalent medium are biaxial.
1. Introduction
Birefringence is the hallmark of anisotropic media.
In a birefringent material, a differential phase relation
ship exists between the two distinctly polarized plane
waves travelling in a given direction of propagation [1,
2], This differential phase makes the use of layered
anisotropic composites in devices such as filters and
modulators an attractive endeavor [3].
Accurate prediction of what will happen when a
plane wave is incident upon a birefringent slab does
not depend solely on the optical properties of the
crystal itself, but also on the vibration ellipse of the
incident wave. The vibration ellipse of the transmitted
wave is, in general, rotated with respect to that of the
incident plane wave; further, the vibration ellipses of
incident and the transmitted plane waves may not
have the same eccentricities. These phenomena are
jointly refered to as optical activity, because they were
first observed at the optical frequencies [2, 4], Apart
from the natural optical activity exhibited by many
isotropic materials of organic origin [5], optical activ
ity is exhibited by such anisotropic materials as crys
tals [1], plasmas and ferrites [6], gyroelectromagnetic
materials [7] and simply moving media [8, 9],
Optical activity can be simulated in artificially con
structed composite materials. Following an idea
launched by Rumsey [10] in 1964, theoretical analyses,
e.g. [4. 11]. were carried out for laminated composites
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made from identical, electrically thin, uniaxial or biaxial
laminae. In these studies, laminae were supposed to be
stacked on top of each other with the consecutive
optic axes describing either a left- or right-handed
spiral. Such an arrangement is periodic and possesses
intrinsic anisotropy as well as form chirality.
Continuing in that direction, in this paper theoreti
cal analysis is carried out for an arrangement of lam
inae which have either uniaxial permittivity or uni
axial permeability dyadics. The unit cell is constructed
of two laminae such that the ones with the uniaxial
permittivity dyadic alternate with the ones with the
uniaxial permeability dyadic throughout the stack; it
is assumed that both dyadics have the same optic axis.
The 4-vector method used commonly in optics is uti
lized to construct a characteristic matrix for the twolamina unit cell; see [4. 11 -14], Finally, after assuming
that the period is small in comparison to the principal
wavelengths in each lamina (i.e. each lamina is electri
cally thin), the properties of an equivalent medium are
written in terms of both types of laminae. Whereas
each lamina has either an uniaxial permittivity dyadic
or an uniaxial permeability dyadic, the equivalent
medium is shown in general to possess a biaxial per
mittivity dyadic as well as a biaxial permeability
dyadic.

2. Analysis
Consider the arrangement shown in Figure 1. The
constitutive relations are given as
D = c0zn F,

B = p0\in H,

d a . b)
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n=l
n=2

■z=0
z=d
z=2d

The solution of (6) in the nth layer can be stated as
[4, 11, 12, 15]
/ (z) = exp [/P„(z —£)] • / (<;),

r

(9)

which leads to [4, 11]
/ (2d) = exp (iP2d) ■exp(iPxd) f (0),
Fig. 1. Schematic of the unit cell. All optic axes, denoted by
jbscript , lie in the x-y plane.
where £„ and are the usual relative permittivity and
relative permeability dyadics in the «th lamina. Each
lamina is of thickness d with £„ = £„ +2 and n„ = n„ +2,
where
£lx l + (g1||- £ lx)cc , flj = I,
(2a)
£2= £ 2I,
+
(2b)
with I being the identity dyadic, while
t = x cos a + j sin a,
(3)
showing that the (common) preferred axis of the con
stitutive dyadics £j and \i2 lies in the x -y plane. It is
also assumed that e1±, et y, e2, i > y>an<^ A*1 are
real positive.
Pertinent to the present problem, and using an
exp {—icot) time-dependence, both E and H are de
composed as [4, 11]
E = e(z) e'*x = [ex(z) x + ey(z) y + e2{z) z] e1'**,
(4a)
H=h(z) eixx = [hx(z) x + hy(z) y + hz(z) z] eixx, (4b)
in which x is the horizontal wavenumber mandated by
Snel's laws, while the unit Cartesian vectors are de
noted by x, y, and z. Let a 4-vector / be defined such
that
/(z) = column[ex(z), ey(z), hx(z), hy(z)];
(5)
thus, the Maxwell curl equations can be compactly
written as
(d/dz)/ = iP„-/(z)
(6)
in the nth lamina, where P„ = P„ +2, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., are
4 x 4 matrices given as

(10)

thus characterizing the response of the unit cell.
For computational purposes it may be best to diagonalize [15] P„ as
P„ = T„ G„ T ; 1, »1= 1,2,

(11)

where T„~1 is the inverse of T„, and
G„ = diag[gnl, - g nl,g n2,-Q n i],

n 1,2

with
gl i =(co2El l E0p lti0- x 2)112,

(12a)
(12b)

g12= {w2Eul E0p 1p0- x 2[(elll/E1J c o s 2a + sin2a]}1/2,
(12c)
g2l = (w2H2±P0e2e0- x 2)12,
(12d)
g22 = {co2nn ii0E2E0- x 2[(fi2ll/n2J cos2a + sin2a]}1/2.
(12e)
It is to be noted that the diagonalization (11) is possi
ble only if the matrix P„ has distinct eigenvalues.
Finally, the matrix T„ contains the successive eigenvec
tors of P„ and is given by

T =

n, 11
n. 21
n, 31
n. 41

tn. 12
u 22
K. 32
K. 42

K, 13
tn. 23
K, 33
K, 43

tn, 14
tn. 24
tn. 34
tn,44

(13 a)

where
11= h, 12 = h
h ,2 i~

= t.

.= 1,

(13b)

= -{w e^E JU ^E ^E qU .H O -X 2)1/2,
(13c)

0
—x2/coe0£1l + CO[i0
0
0
-cofi0fi1
0
0
0
^ o ^ n - £i||)(cos a sin a) x2/o>HoHi + we0[(e11- £ lt|) sin2a —elx]
\coe0 || —^n) cos2x+ e1±]
ajeo(ein — x) (cos a sin a)
I

(7)

and
0
copi0(n2„—jx2i) (cos y. sin a)
I 0
0
0
aj/i0[(/i2±- ^ 2||)cos2a - /i21]
Pi =
0
y.2/con0Li21-co£0s2
0
\coe0e2
0
0

-y2/a)£0E2+co ii0[(n2ll- n 21) sin2x + n21]\
<^^0(^21-^211) (cos a sin
0
0

(8)
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fi.23= -*1.24= -{w fioelit^eofiixfini

(13d)

—(e11sin2a+ e11 cos2a)*2]1 ^/(o j2^ ^EqU^q-x2),
f1.31 = - f1.32

error, correct to order d3<is given by
Ac= [exp (iP.d) [exp (/ P2d)] - exp [/ (Px+ P2) d]
= d/2) [P, P2- P2PJ d2+ (1/6) [(P, P2- P2PJ P2

(13e)

+ P1(P1P2- P 2P1) + P1(P1+ P2)P2

= - [ ( w ^ i ^ o / 'i / 'o - * 2)1 2 cot
f1.21=f1.42= _Cot a »

fi,33= - ^ , 34 = {2coe0£11sin2a[cü2£0£1||/i0/i1- x 2
+ x2cos2oc(l—Gni/fij 11/21
/[(w2£lx £0p 1p0- x 2) sin 2 a],

(13g)

fi.43 = fi.44 = 2« 2£ixeo/^i^o sin2a/
/[(oj2£11£0/i1/i0 —x2) sin 2 a], (13 h)
f2. 31 = ?2. 32 = h. 33 = f2. 34 = 1 >

(13l)

r2 43=

(13j)
(13 k)

=

- P 2(P1+P 2)P 1] J 3.

(13 f)

2[co2poiu21^ 2|| £0£2

—(p21sin2a + /!2|| cos2 a)x2]' 2}/(co2p21p0£2£0- x 2),
^2.11= - ?2.12=[(w2M21^0e2£0-><2)1/2COt a]/(W£2£0),
(131)
^2.21 = ^2,22= cot a ,
(13m)

Since Ae= 0 correct to order d, the applicability of the
approximation (14) is justifiable provided the condi
tions first stated are met. Parenthetically, it should be
noted that if Pt = P2 then the right hand side of (15) is
identically zero, and a similar situation also results if
Pj and P2 commute. For the present purposes, how
ever. Pj and P2 do not commute in general.
Now the properties of the stack of the thin uniaxial
laminae can be related to the properties of an equiva
lent medium within the limitations of the approxima
tion. The form of the matrix (P: + P2) suggests that the
equivalent medium is gyroelectromagnetic with bi
axial permittivity and permeability dyadics [11]. Thus
D = s0Ee q -E,

- x 2 + x2cos2a ( l - / / 21|/yu21)]1 2}/
(13n)

f2.23 —f2.24= - 2 o j2^ 21p0£2£0 sin2a/
/[(co2p2±p0£2£0 —x2) sin 2 a], (13 o)
3. The Long-Wavelength Approximation
At this point, a long-wavelength approximation
may be applicable. In this approximation, the

B = p 0nEQ H

(16a, b)

are the constitutive relations for the equivalent
medium, where

f2.13 = - h. 14 = - {2OJMo± sin2a loj2LloHi\\ eoe2
/[(co2jU2xp0£2£0 —x2) sin 2 a],

(15)

£eq = m + £b(c£ic £2+ ce2 c£l),

(16c)

p1£Q= /iaI + pb(c;(1c|i2+ c/,2 cMl) ,

(16d)

c£l = x cos i x+ y sin

,

(16 e)

c£2 = x cos a2 + y sin a2,

(16 f)

t ßl = :f cos ß i + y sin/? 1?

(16g)

cß2 = x cos ß2 + y sin ß2.

(16 h)

In the equivalent medium, the counterpart of (d/dz) /
= /P„ / (z) is (d/dz)/= /PEQ -/(z), where [11]

o
o
0
0
PEQ =
—we0cbsin(a, +a2) —wc0c.dDtQ—2we0cbsin a, sin a,
^aj£0ea+ 2«;£0£bcos a, cos a,
W£o£hsin(a, +a,)

(Oß0ßbsm(ßl +ß2)
(vn0LiaDFQ+2u)n0nbsmßl s'mß2\
"w;U0/t, - 2cu,u0^bcos ^ cosß2
-a>n0nbsm(ßi+ß2)
0
0
0
0
/
(17a)

and
(gnl, gn2) of are small enough to assume \2gnld\<^l
and \2g„2d \< U o v ,3= 1. 2. Therefore, on the right
hand side of (10) the approximation
exp(/'P2c/) • exp(/Pj d) ^ exp [; P2+ P,) d]

(14)

may be used. As with any approximate method, a
certain amount of error is thereby introduced. This

(17b)
Comparison of each element of Peq with the corre_
sponding element of the matrix (1/2)(P1+ P2) yields
the following six equations:
w ^0(^211

fl2±> sin a cos a
'.(0f.i0Mh sinißi+ßz),

(18a)
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a>n0(n1+ n 2±) - ( x 2/a)£0)(\/E2 + l/El±)
+ a)fi0(n2||- / i 2J s i n 2a

(18b)

= 2co/z0/^a—2x2/co£0£a-t-4co/i0Jub sin 0 Xsin ß2,
-a> n0(n2± + n 1)-a )[i0(n2ll - / i 2x)cos2a
= -2con0fia-4 co n 0pbcos ß 1 cos

(18c)

CO£q (fi j x —£j| )sin 3CCOS 1
= —2co£0£b sin(aj+ a2),

(18d)
4. Cross-Laminated Composites

—C0£0{e2+ e1x) + (x2/co^0)(\/n1+ \/n 2x)
+ co£0(£lx —eX||) sin2a
=

2 co£q £a+ 2 x2/co Ho

(18e)

4a)£0£b sin otl sin a2,

CO£0(£1x+£2) + CO£0(£1|, - £ 1x)
= 2 co£a+ 4 co£0£b cos a x cos a2 .

(19a)
(19b)

£a =2(£2£1X)/(£1X+ e2)

are obtained. Substituting (19a, b) in (18a-f) leads to
the following prescription for the equivalent medium:
£b= (l/4)(£1||- £ lx), a 1+ a2 = 2a,

(19c, d)

at - a 2

/ib= (l/4)(A/2||-Ai2i).

(19e)
e2)2/[(^i

e2>(ei

As an extension of the work presented here, a simi
lar procedure is performed on a unit cell which has the
permeability dyadic of one lamina orthogonal to the
permittivity dyadic of the other; thus

(18 f)

Equations (18a-f) hold for x = 0 as well as for x + 0.
By only considering the terms containing x in (18 b)
and (18 e), the equivalences

= arccos{l —2(£j

yields 0 i= 0 2; hence jiEQ is a uniaxial dyadic with
=
in that case.
With the specifications (19a-h), the effective
medium properties of the laminated composite have
been obtained, and electromagnetic fields inside this
composite (within the long-wavelength approxima
tion) can now be handled using vector-dyadic formal
isms, e.g. [2, 5, 6, 8],

£i ||)]} ^

01+02 = 2«,

0 i-0 2

(19f, g)
(19 h)

= a rcco s{l-2 (Ai2x- // 1)2/[(/i2x+/. 1)(/z2x- / . 2||)]}.
It is clear from (19 e) and (19 h) that £EQ and nEQ are
biaxial dyadics in general, since a x#=a2 and ß x=t=02. In
addition, (19e) and (19 h) must be valid for real angles;
therefore, —1 rgcosfaj —a2)^ 1 and —1 ^ c o s(ß l —02)
Thus, the components of the permittivity and
permeability dyadics must satisfy the conditions
0^(£lx- £ 2)2^ (£ lx+£2)(£lx- £l||),

(20a)

0 ^ (^ 2x- ^ 1)2^ ( / i 2x+ ^ 1)(//2x-A/2||),

(20b)

for the equivalences (19a-h) to hold.
When e1J h 21= ei11/n2 „= £2//^ , then ax= , a2 = 02
and the biaxial dyadics £EQ and nEQ have the same
optic axes. If = e2, then a 1=oc2 and £EQis a uniaxial
dyadic with £a= £2. Likewise, the condition p21= fi1

£ i= £lxI + (£ i|i-£ ii)c 1c1,
£2= £21, H2

+

(21a)
J

(21b)

where
cj = jc cos ct+y sin a,

(21c)

t 2= —x sin cc+y cos a.

(21 d)

By following the procedures outlined above, the
equivalent medium properties can be obtained as
ea = 2(£2£1X)/(£1X+ e2),

(22 a)

Ha= 2 (^ 11u2x)/(/z2x+ h x),

(22 b)

£b = (l/4)(£1|,- £ lx),

-f <X2 = 2(X,

(22 c, d)

a x- a2= arccos {1 - 2 (^ x- £2)2/[(£! x+£2) (e1x- ex„)]},
(22 e)
jUb= —(1/4X^2 - /z 2x), 0i +02 = 2a,
(22f,g)
^ _/?2= 7r_ arc c o s { l - 2 ( ^ - ,u 2x)2/
/[(^2X+^l)(^21-/^2||)]}- (22 h)
As in the previous case, £Eq and (iEq are biaxial
dyadics in general, since a 1+ oc2 and 0 x+ 0 2.
5. Conclusion
In summary, analysis was carried out for an alter
nating arrangement of laminae which have either an
uniaxial permittivity dyadic or an uniaxial permeabil
ity dyadic. The unit cell is constituted by two laminae
such that the ones with the uniaxial permittivity
dyadic alternate with the ones with the uniaxial per
meability dyadic through the stack. The 4-vector
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method was utilized to construct a characteristic ma
trix for the unit cell. After assuming that each lamina
is electrically thin, the properties of an equivalent

medium were obtained; both the permeability and the
permittivity dyadics of the equivalent medium were
shown to be biaxial.
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